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Studio Still Life, oil on
canvas, 3024in.
(7661cm)
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The

language
of paint
Hugo Grenville describes
how he combines
interlocking harmonies of
shapes and colours in his
paintings to express the
initial inspirational idea

I

magine taking a photograph
of a man and a woman
sitting on a bench near a
window. The precise position
in which you place the figures
in relation to the camera will
determine what the viewer
actually sees, and therefore
understands, about the
picture. By altering the
position of either the camera
or the subject only slightly,
you may well effect a
substantial change to both the
composition and the narrative.
If you ask one of the figures,
let's say the man, to turn
towards the window so that
the daylight tumbles across
his face (but leaves her face in
the shadow) you will offer to
the viewer a very different
interpretation of the scene
from what it would have been
if you had exposed both of
them to the light, or placed
April 2006

both figures in silhouette. In
other words, even with the
relatively straightforward
medium of a camera it is
almost impossible to avoid
subjectivity.
As soon as the process of
selecting a subject begins, you
are exercising subjectivity.
What you are preparing to
present to the world is being
carefully edited, composed in
a manner that reflects your
own thoughts and feelings
about what you see. And this
process, of course, is the basis
of art, that of seeking an
emotional truth through the
arrangement of shapes and
ideas (in pretty much any
medium).
Any decent manifestation of
art, whether it is a photograph
by Cartier-Bresson or a paper
and gouache cutout by
Matisse, has at its core a

synthesis between the
emotional and intellectual
content on the one hand, and
the language used to express
it on the other. This visual
language is the artist's
individual imprint, or style, a
concentrated subjectivity that
distinguishes one artist's
experience and emotional
response from another's.
Vuillard described the search
for his particular language as a
"distillation" of all that he saw,
a process of reducing what he
saw and felt to a "poetic
essence".
When I started painting
fulltime in 1989 I was convinced
that the best way of
communicating through the
language of paint was to
attempt to master the art of
tonal painting, to use a palette
that eschewed colour in favour
of acknowledging the slightest

gradations of darkness and
light. Now, 17 years later, I find
that the pursuit of a kind of
'perfect pitch' in colour
harmony is what drives me
forward, and that these
excursions into colour
exploration work best when
they are buttressed and
harnessed by a tight design
and a web of interlinking
patterns.

Shapes and colour
In Studio Still Life, above, I
began to investigate the top of
a table in the studio that had
become increasingly cluttered.
Working from the opposite
viewpoint of Tracy Chevalier's
depiction of Vermeer in the
novel Girl with a Pearl Earring, in
which the artist is always
removing objects from his still
life, I left the chaos as it was,
and placed a bundle of white
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altogether more challenging
task, a kind of logistical riddle.
The commission was to revisit
a subject first tackled by John
Everett Millais, who painted
my sitter's great grandmother,
aged four, with her dog. But
because the family were
temporarily living in southern
Spain, the dog Lollo had been
left behind with the
grandmother in the UK, so it
was therefore impossible to
construct a sitting with the dog
and the child. So first I visited
the dog and photographed her
50 times, sitting on a rug. Then
I flew to Spain to paint and
photograph young Evie, and
there it poured with rain
throughout my visit, making it
difficult to compose the exotic
garden scene I had in my
mind.
The actual topography of the
rented house and garden did

▼

rag on the adjacent table to
act as a fulcrum for the
movement of shapes and
variations on the colour red.
The individual objects
themselves conveniently
offered up repeating patterns
that helped to lead the eye to
the explosion of white in the
centre of the picture, whilst
the selection of a tightly
restricted palette of just four
pigments (Old Holland bright
red, Old Holland magenta,
cadmium yellow extra deep
and violet grey) plus black and
white helped to ensure that
the pinks, reds, violets and
oranges were all related to
each other, rather in the same
way that notes and chords in a
piece of music relate to each
other because the whole is set
in a particular key.
The same approach to
restricting the pigments and
setting the work in a kind of
colour key was used in Poppy,
right.
It often takes almost as long
to compose a picture as it
does to paint it, and this
subject was no exception.
Although the focus was the
face, the exact balance of
surrounding pattern on the
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Poppy, oil on canvas, 3020in.
(7650.8cm)
▼ Portrait of Evie and her Dog
Lollo, oil on canvas, 4848in.
(121.8121.8cm)

"This visual
language is the
artist's
individual
imprint"
chair and on her dress was a
critical factor in how the image
would communicate to the
viewer. Too much pattern and
the face would lose its
dominance, too little and the
face would lose its intimations
of vulnerability and sensitivity.
The overall design was
predicated on a strong
diagonal thrust from the
bottom left towards the top
right, emphasised by the
stripes on the dress and the
dark edge to the fur waistcoat
which draw the eye swiftly to
the head, the narrative focus
of the subject. The palette
consisted of cobalt green,
cadmium orange, violet grey
and transparent red oxide (all
Old Holland) plus black and
white.

Logistical riddle
In Portrait of Evie and her Dog
Lollo, right, I was faced with an
April 2006
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Old Holland bright red and
Old Holland magenta.

Dramatic tension
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King's Blue Light, oil on canvas, 3024in. (76.261cm).

not suit the composition, so
separate studies had to be
made of trees, plants, potted
urns and local decorative
Moorish tiles that I spied in
the local town (which
constitute the top right-hand
corner of the picture).
The next problem was what
to do about the rug that fills
nearly a quarter of the
composition. The actual rug in
the rented house was hideous,
so a solution was found by
browsing a V&A publication on
19th-century textiles and
extrapolating elements of the
design. The child herself sat
for a number of gouache
studies, and was also
photographed.
Returning to the studio I had
to develop a strategy for
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bringing together the
disparate pieces of
information I had amassed
and weaving them together
into a tight overall design.
Maurice Denis, the founder
of the Nabis group of painters
(which included both Bonnard
and Vuillard) stated: "A
picture, before it is a nude, a
warhorse, or any other
anecdote, is a flat surface
divided by patterns of colour".
In other words, a picture is
principally an abstract design
before it is allowed to be a
narrative subject. So the key
to my composition lay in
resolving the relationship of
shapes, ensuring that the
viewer's eye would always be
drawn to Evie, the focus of my
subject.

Having settled on the rightangled shape of her pose, I
had to find ways of echoing
this in the arrangement of
textiles, furniture and outdoor
elements. I wanted the whole
to conspire in the evocation of
innocence and hope, the reawakening of childhood in our
own memories.
Having resolved the
composition with charcoal on
paper, I then transferred the
design to canvas,
underpainting in Old Holland
golden green. The painting
was built up slowly, using
layers of liquid paint, and the
palette was based on the
relationship between green
and orange, using Indian
yellow-orange lake, golden
green, viridian, manganese
blue deep, transparent red
oxide, cadmium yellow deep,

Pattern seems to me to
provide a kind of aesthetic
vantage point from which to
consider the subject. The
drawing out of shapes and the
exploration of colour offer a
way of responding emotionally
without abandoning the
disciplines of observation.
In King's Blue Light, left, there
is a deliberate and dramatic
tension between the
exuberant floral patterns and
the restful pose of the figure
that suggests a psychological
narrative of its own. The
vertical and horizontal planes
have been flattened and
unified, and the individual
objects have become
opportunities to explore
colour harmony and contrast
flowing flowery shapes with
geometrical patterns.
The poet Philip Wells wrote a
poem inspired by this
painting entitled King's Blue
Light (which many of you will
realise is the name of the blue
pigment I used): Have I always
been tumbling,/A frosted flake
tumbling/In the rumble of a
naked night?/The king's blue
light calls/Like a bell as I
fall/Like a voice in a well/That
echoes the spell/That tumbles
into flight,/In the king's blue
light,/Speechless.
The poem articulates Philip's
emotional response to the
painting, and the painting
articulates my emotional
response to the subject.
Matisse said: "I am a romantic
painter, but half of me is a
scientist". The challenge is to
find a way of reconciling
feelings with the science of
observation, the technical
demands of mastering the
handling of paint, and the
analytical requirements of
dividing pictorial space with
strength and clarity. Painting
has to be a form of selfexpression, a poetic response
to the world around us, rather
than an attempt at reportage.
And it is the pursuit of a
succinct language, the attempt
to unify through design, that
provides the painter with a
robust vehicle for the
celebrating the joy in life of
light and colour.
■
Hugo Grenville teaches several
painting courses each year; for
details phone 07798 778040. His
work can be seen at Messum's, 8
Cork St, London W1

